
4G: So far in Year 4 I have been going to Mrs 
Watling or Mrs Pellett for my Topic learning in the 
afternoons.

In Term 4, I will stay with my class teacher for Topic 
learning.

I don’t have to move classroom in the afternoons from Term 4 onwards.

My rest of my daily routine will stay the same.

I might have a different teacher for English and Maths each day. 
I can always ask my class teacher if I am not sure which Learning Group I 
am in. 

I might feel a bit worried about this change. This is ok.
I can talk to adults in school or people at home who 
will help me.



4R: So far in Year 4 I have been going to Mrs 
Watling or Mrs Pellett for my Topic learning in the 
afternoons.

In Term 4, I will stay with my class teacher for Topic 
learning.

I don’t have to move classroom in the afternoons from Term 4 onwards.

My rest of my daily routine will stay the same.

I might have a different teacher for English and Maths each day. 
I can always ask my class teacher if I am not sure which Learning Group I 
am in. 

I might feel a bit worried about this change. This is ok.
I can talk to adults in school or people at home who 
will help me.



4Y: So far in Year 4 I have been going to Mrs 
Watling or Mrs Pellett for my Topic learning in the 
afternoons.

In Term 4, I will stay with my class teacher for Topic 
learning.

So, I don’t have to move classroom in the afternoons from Term 4 onwards.

My rest of my daily routine will stay the same.

I might have a different teacher for English and Maths each day. 
I can always ask my class teacher if I am not sure which Learning Group I am 
in. 

I might feel a bit worried about this change. This is ok.
I can talk to adults in school or people at home who 
will help me.



4B: So far in Year 4 I have been going to Mrs 
Watling or Mrs Pellett for my Topic learning in the 
afternoons.

In Term 4, I will stay with my class teacher for Topic 
learning.

So, I don’t have to move classroom in the afternoons from Term 4 onwards.

My rest of my daily routine will stay the same.

I might have a different teacher for English and Maths each day. 
I can always ask my class teacher if I am not sure which Learning Group I am 
in. 

I might feel a bit worried about this change. This is ok.
I can talk to adults in school or people at home who 
will help me.


